2855
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) N864652R (R.3b),
Armitage/McFarlane (1942) and five pounds, Coombs/
Wilson (1952) (R.48). The first poor and cellotaped, others
very good or better. (3)
$50
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2856*
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926) A/41 360411 (R.5). Fine.
$750
2857
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926) A/32 306958 (R.5). Ink
smudges and minor perforations otherwise very good.
$300

2851*
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) N138036C (R.3b).
Flattened of light centrefold, toned paper, incredibly full
note, extremely fine and very rare thus.
$10,000

2858*
Ten shillings, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) A/44 800296 (R.6).
Flattened of folds, still with good body and colour, fine or
better and rare in this condition.
$750

2852*
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) M442311P (R.3b).
Many creases and folds but a full note, very good.
$750

2859*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/23 952549
(R.7). Three vertical folds, flattened but good colour, good
very fine.
$750

2853*
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) N626737E (R.3b).
Minor pin-holes limp paper paper otherwise good colour,
very good.
$700

2860
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/61 556983
(R.7). Flattened of vertical folds, nearly very fine.
$450

2854
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) N083129A (R.3b). Rust
hole in centre and rust tear on right otherwise very good.
$350

2861
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/84 586722
(R.7). Flattened of folds, two mm tear in top border,
otherwise good fine.
$450
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2862*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) B/37 076153 (R.8a)
thick signature. Worn out corners otherwise nearly very
fine and rare.
$1,500

2866*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/13 896527 (R.9).
Toned, somewhat limp otherwise nearly very fine and rare
thus.
$1,200

2863*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) B/37 308243 (R.8a)
thick signature. Peripheral rust spots on three edges, good
colour, very good or nearly fine and rare.
$1,000

2867*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/16 035344 (R.9).
Light crack in King’s beard, pinholes, otherwise nearly very
fine.
$1,000

2864*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) B/36 957091 (R.8a)
thick signature. Maroon ink smudges otherwise good colour
and body, good fine and rare.
$1,000
2868*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/67 805659 (R.10).
Cleaned and limp, nearly very fine.
$600
2869
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/26 826212 (R.10).
Flattened of folds, nearly fine.
$350
2870
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/66 403094 (R.10).
Very good.
$100

2865*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) B/37 896074 (R.8a)
thick signature. Frail paper, top margin pin-holes otherwise
good colour nearly fine and rare.
$750

2871
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/37 261205 (R.10).
Many creases and folds, with several small holes, very
good.
$50
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2872
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/27 513161 (R.10);
(1936) D/71 265112 (R.11). Good; torn very good. (2)
$80

2880
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/49 151770
(R.13). Good extremely fine.
$150

part

2873*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/21 162148 (R.11).
Flattened of folds, crisp body, extremely fine.
$1,250

2881*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/36 037118; F/55
858337 (R.13). Good extremely fine; nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$750

2874
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/84 765924 (R.11).
Nearly fine.
$100

2882
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/61 856396
(R.13). Very fine.
$150

2875
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/58 834464
(R.12). Flattened of vertical folds, nearly extremely fine.
$240

2883
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/52 347955
(R.13). Creases and folds otherwise original paper very
fine.
$150

2876
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/Wilson
(1952) (R.12(7), 13(6), 14, 15(2)). Very good - very fine.
(16)
$320

2884
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/52 566634
(R.13), Coombs/Watt (1949) A/51 427029 (R.14). Crisp
good very fine; vertical folds otherwise very fine. (2)
$70
2885
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) A/58 525966 (R.14).
Very fine.
$120
2886
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) A/64947919 (R.14);
Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/75, B/20, B/37 (R.15) (3). Second
stained; otherwise good very fine-extremely fine. (4)
$100

2877*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/51 752332
(R.13). Nearly uncirculated.
$600

2887
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/16 065803 (R.15).
Flattened, good extremely fine.
$150

2878
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/25 884267
(R.13). Flat, nearly uncirculated.
$320

2888
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AF/16 886559 (R.16).
Uncirculated.
$300

2879
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/34 637530
(R.13). Good extremely fine.
$300

2889
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AF/00; AE/74 (R.16)
(1961) AF/28, 29, 40, 70, 84, 86; AG/01 (R.17). Flat,
virtually uncirculated. (9)
$400
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2895
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) to ten pounds, Coombs/
Wilson (1960) (R.14, 15, 30a, 50(2), 60, 62(2), 63). Fair
- good fine. (9)
$180
2896
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) to ten pounds, Coombs/
Wilson (1952) (R14, 15, 17, 30a, 34b, 50, 61) also R.78 (5).
Fair - good extremely fine. (12)
$100
2897
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/83 992818, B/8
529714 (R.15), (1954) AC/28 709171 (R.16), one dollar,
Johnston/Stone (1982) DPS 692936 (R.78) last prefix. Fine
- good extremely fine. (4)
$250
2898
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) to five pounds,
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.15(20, 24, 32, 33, 34a). Poorvery fine. (7)
$100
2899
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) to ten pounds,
Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.16, 17(7), 33(5), 34b(3), 49(3),
50(7), 62, 63(6)). Very good - extremely fine. (33)
$500

2890*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/90 1000000 (R.17)
rare one million serial number. Very good and very rare.
$450
2891
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AF/59 222222 (R.17)
rare solid number note. Nearly fine.
$150

2900
Ten shillings to ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1953-4) (R.16,
33, 49, 62). Some handling very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$100
2901
Ten shillings to ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1961) (R.17,
34b, 50 & 63) complete set of four denominations. Nearly
uncirculated. (4)
$1,200
2902
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) to ten pounds,
Coombs/Watt (1949) (R.17(2), 30a, 34b, 49, 50, 60). Fair
- very fine. (7)
$120
2903
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) to ten dollars,
Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.17 (2), 32, 33, 34b (pair), 47(2),
60-2, 310b) also one gallon ration tickets (joined pair) 28th
Feb 1947, Fair - good very fine. (14)
$200

2892*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/02 419085-088
(R.17) consecutive run of four notes. Light centre fold,
otherwise uncirculated. (4)
$1,000
2893
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) to ten pounds,
Riddle/Sheehan (1934) (R.7, 10(3), 11, 23a, 24, 26(2), 28
(2), 57). The last heavily washed of colour, most damaged,
generally poor - very good. (12)
$500
2894
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) to one pound, Coombs/
Wilson (1961) (R.14, 17(2), 31(2), 34a, b). Very fine extremely fine. (7)
$240

2904*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) T362379 (R.18c). A full
note, some body to paper though probably cleaned and
flattened, very fine and rare, especially in this condition.
$7,500
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2912
One pound, Miller/Collins (1923) H/24 483410 (R.23b).
Multiple folds and creases otherwise full very good.
$350
2913
One pound, Miller/Collins (1923) H/15 154537 (R.23a)
H/56 037057 (R.23b). Frail, the first damaged, second tiny
piece out of edge, good. (2)
$200

2905*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) 415100G (R.18d). A full
but frail note, good - very good.
$750
2906
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) 519747J (R.18d)). Frail
and only fair.
$100
2907
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) A612897K (R.18e).
Flattened of folds, trimmed, otherwise very good.
$500

2914*
One pound, Kell/Collins (1926) H/74 638169 (R.24). Good
very fine.
$1,250
2915
One pound, Kell/Collins (1926) H/61 916846 (R.24). Lower
right corner repaired otherwise nearly very fine.
$350

2908*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) A597023Q (R.21).
Good fine.
$900
2909
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) B185409T (R.21). A full
but limp note, very good or better.
$500

2916*
One pound, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) H/78 619272 (R.25).
Very fine or better and rare thus.
$2,000
2917
One pound, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) H/82 363166 (R.25).
Heavy centrefold and rusted top edge otherwise good colour,
very good.
$300

2910*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) C8722547A (R.21).
Limp body, but full note with reasnable colour, very good.
$500
2918*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/54 792550
(R.26). Nearly uncirculated.
$2,000

2911
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) C468803Q (R.21). Ink
smudges otherwise very good.
$250
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2919*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/91 639975 (R.26).
Good colour, good very fine/very fine.
$500

2926*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/85 268219 (R.28).
Crisp extremely fine.
$750

2920
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/41 019529
(R.26). Flattened of folds, trimmed, otherwise nearly very
fine.
$450
2921
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/14 922426; J/72
532872 (R.26). Tiny tear top edge on first otherwise good
fine; nearly very fine. (2)
$350
2922
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/3 467703; K/49
373346 (R.26). The first cleaned otherwise nearly very fine.
(2)
$350

2927*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/15 183797 (R.28).
Limp paper, possibly cleaned otherwise good very fine.
$600
2928
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/61 815288 (R.28).
3mm tear in bottom border, otherwise nearly very fine.
$300

2923
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/20 610915;
J/31 612225; J/63 441511 (R.26). Bottom edge tear to last
otherwise good fine. (3)
$400

2929
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/87 321398 (R.28).
Nearly extremely fine/good very fine, possible repair and
strong centrefold on back.
$200

2924
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/92 626204 (R.27b)
thin signature. Three heavy vertical folds, one possibly
severed otherwise very good.
$70

2930*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/28 550931 (R.28).
Many folds and creases, crisp, nearly very fine.
$170

2925*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/67 928970 (R.28).
Light stain on back of note, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$1,750

2931
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/18, 33, 44, 91, M/12,
31 (R.28). Nearly fine - good fine. (6)
$400
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2942
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/18 193506
(R.30b). Virtually uncirculated.
$200

2932
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/89 783414, M/96
251328, M/96 251159, N/1 746873, N/4 075241, N/4
075273 (R.28). Limp and toned paper, some with uneven
edges, nearly fine or better. (6)
$300

2943
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) J/99 635450
(R.30b). Tiny spot top margin, crisp flattened virtually
uncirculated.
$200

2933
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/43 478740 (R.28);
Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/17 664902 (R.29). Fine, the
second with 4mm tear in bottom margin. (2)
$50

2944*
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949) 1/81 253662/3 (R.31)
consecutive pair. Centrefold otherwise nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$500

2934*
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) 0/68 960959/60
(R.29) consecutive pair, the second note with repeated trio
of digits. Flattened otherwise nearly uncirculated. (2)
$1,000
2935
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) 0/91 751422 (R.29).
Nearly extremely fine.
$350
2936
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) 0/63 183573 (R.29).
Crisp; good very fine.
$100
2937
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938), Coombs/Watt
(1949), (R.29, 31). Nearly very fine. (2)
$80
2938
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) to Coombs/Wilson
(1952) (R.29, 30a(3), 31, 32). Good very fine - good
extremely fine. (6)
$500

2945*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/93 445212/3 (R.32)
consecutive pair. Flat, nearly uncirculated. (2)
$500

2939
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) to Coombs/Wilson
(1952) (R.29(6), 30a(4), 31(4), 32(5)). Very good - good
fine. (19)
$300
2940
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/60 430227
(R.30a). Nearly uncirculated.
$180
2941
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) P/96 523386
(R.30a). Flattened of folds, very fine.
$40

2946
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/07 630298/9 (R.33)
consecutive pair. The second good extremely fine, the first
crisp flat, virtually uncirculated. (2)
$200
2947
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HF/05 684288-290
(R.33) consecutive run of three notes. Good very fine uncirculated. (3)
$350
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2957
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949) W/11 338556 (R.31); five
pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/37 703565 (R.45).
Second note soiled, very good. (2)
$130

2948
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) X/38 370446 (R.32)
(1953) HD/55 055825 (R.33). Good fine/very fine; good
extremely fine. (2)
$50
2949
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HD/53 088518 (R.33),
(1961) HF/97 and HK/09 prefixes (R.34 a & b). Nearly
uncirculated - uncirculated. (3)
$250
2950
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HE/70 578893 (R.33);
(1961) HK/47 812857/60; 80/90; 861313/5 (R.34b). Except
for the last trio all crisp flat uncirculated. (12)
$1,200
2951
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HJ/88 346756/7 (R.34b)
consecutive pair. Flattened, virtually uncirculated. (2)
$300
2952
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/62 398029/30
(R.34b) consecutive pair. Spots on right margin of first
otherwise flat nearly uncirculated. (2)
$200

2958*
Five pounds, Collins/Allen (1914) 421467V (R.36c). Good
colour, light creases and folds, original and very fine, very
rare in this condition.
$20,000

2959*
Five pounds, Collins/Allen (1914) 384365U (R.36c). Good
colour, creases and folds, original, good fine and rare.
$9,000

2953*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HH/84 426013/7
(R.34b) five consecutive notes. Flat, virtually uncirculated.
(5)
$750
2954
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) O/10 346215; O/73
871113; P/0 089044 (R.29), Armitage/McFarlane (1942)
K/94 245209 (R.3b), Coombs/Wilson (1953) HD/01 318478
(R.33); also U.S.A., one dollar, series 1935, Confederate
States of America, ten dollars, Richmond (facsimile). Very
good - nearly extremely fine. (7)
$200
2955
One, five and ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941-3)
(R.30a, 46, 59). Good very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$400
2956
One Pound, Armitage McFarlane (1942)(7); ten shillings:
Sheehan/McFarlane (1939); Armitage/McFarlane (1942);
Coombs/Wilson (1952); (1961). (R.30a,12,13,15,17). Very
good - very fine. (11)
$100

2960*
Five pounds, Collins/Allen (1914) 314750U (R.36c). Top
edge frail, many folds and creases otherwise complete and
better than very good, rare thus.
$5,000
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2964*
Five pounds, Kell/Collins (1924) Q/7 482742 (R.38a). Good
very fine and rare thus.
$4,500
2961*
Five pounds, Cerutty/Collins (1918) U 088481 D (R.37b).
Trimmed, 3mm tear in top margin, otherwise good fine.
$6,000

2965*
Five pounds, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) U/7 789978 (R.39).
Note Issue Dept. Heavy centrefold but crisp original paper
nearly extremely fine and very rare in this condition.
$15,000

2962*
Five pounds, Cerutty/Collins (1918) U 412478A (37b).
Good body but many folds and creases otherwise fine and
rare thus.
$4,000
2966*
Five pounds, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) Q/10 436306 (R.39)
Note issue Dept. Somewhat limp from cleaning otherwise
good very fine and rare.
$7,500

2967*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/25 045713
(R.42). Flattened of centre fold, minor nick in bottom
border, light discolouration front right hand side, otherwise
extremely fine.
$8,000

2963*
Five pounds, Cerutty/Collins (1918) U 797700 B (R.37b).
Four pin-holes, full note, good fine.
$3,000
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2968*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/21 238102
(R.42). Repaired small tear on bottom edge otherwise
extremely fine.
$2,000

2973*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/1 361347 (R.44a).
Good very fine.
$1,500
2974
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/4 878451 (R.44a)
pink face. Limp and toned paper, rounded corners and
uneven edges, fine.
$300
2975
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/6 916577 (R.44a)
pink face. Limp and toned paper, rounded corners and
uneven edges, fine.
$300

2969*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/19 589545
(R.42). Nearly very fine/good fine.
$1,750
2970
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/26 060703
(R.42). Flattened of creases and folds, tears, numerous
repairs, good.
$250

2976
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/6 916565 (R.44a)
pink face. Limp and toned paper, rounded corners, fine.
$300
2977
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/11 982827 (R.44b).
Good fine.
$600
2978
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/16 094038 (R.44b).
Some staining and a little faded otherwise nearly fine.
$350
2979
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/13 154012 (R.44b)
white face. Limp and toned paper, uneven edges and rounded
corners, very good.
$300

2971*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) Q/28 881441 (R.43).
Good very fine and rare thus.
$5,000

2980
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/18620186 (R.44b).
Thin in centre, frail edge at top otherwise good colour and
very good.
$250
2981
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) K/29 695652
(R.45). Very fine.
$400
2982
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/Wilson
(1952) (R.45, 46(3), 47(7), 48(2)). Good - nearly very fine.
(13)
$500

2972*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) Q/27 216794 (R.43).
Minute pin - hole and three edge repairs hardly noticeable
otherwise very fine or better.
$3,000
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2983*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/69 912447
(R.46). Nearly uncirculated.
$1,250

2988*
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/13 061142/3 (R.47)
consecutive pair. Flattened, evidence of being in a grill
patterned photo album, extremely fine. (2)
$1,400

2984*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/47 990221
(R.46). Flattened of centrefold, nearly extremely fine.
$400
2989*
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/15 852438/9 (R.47)
consecutive pair. Crisp extremely fine or better. (2)
$500
2990
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) R/95 309221 (R.47).
Cleaned and flattened otherwise good very fine.
$300
2991
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/17 053539 (R.47).
Flattened of folds, otherwise fine.
$100

2985*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/42 347743
(R.46) a rare radar number. Flattened of folds otherwise
good very fine.
$400
2986
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/38 712508
(R.46). Crisp, tip off top left corner otherwise extremely
fine.
$220
2987
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/39; R/84 (R.46)
(2); Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/47; S/56 (R.48). Good very
fine or better. (4)
$300

2992*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/44 543624 (R.48).
Crisp body to paper, tiny rust spot on back margin otherwise
nearly uncirculated.
$700
2993
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/36 711785 (R.48).
Toned areas cleaned otherwise extremely fine.
$300
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2994
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/29 402284 (R.48).
Flattened, slight trim, otherwise good very fine.
$350
2995
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TB/03 083434 (R.49);
(1960) TC/63 509020 (R.50). Virtually uncirculated. (2)
$500
2996
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TB/41 080626 (R.49).
Centre fold, otherwise extremely fine.
$150

3004*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) U/3 547547 (R.55)
repeating trio of digits in serial. Nearly extremely fine and
scarce thus.
$10,000

2997
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/50 22605b (R.49).
Heavy centrefold otherwise good very fine.
$100
2998
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TD/03 913071/2 (R.50)
consecutive pair. Original crispness, nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$400
2999
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TD/04741952, 5 (R.50)
almost consecutive pair. Crisp flat uncirculated. (2)
$400

3005*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/1 288106 (R.57).
Many small creases and folds, body still with some crispness,
good fine.
$750

3000
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1961) TC/77 858274/5
consecutive pair and TB/60 single (R.50). Nearly extremely
fine - extremely fine. (3)
$300
3001
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954); 1960; one pound:
Sheehan/McFarlane (1938); Armitage/McFarlane (1942)(3);
Coombs/Watt (1949); Coombs/Wilson (1953)(3); (1961)(10);
ten shillings: Sheehan/McFarlane (1939); Coombs/Wilson
(1952)(2); 1954(2); 1961(9). (R.49,50,29,30a,31,33,34a,3
4b,12,13,15,16,17). Good - nearly extremely fine. (35)
$100

3006
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/2 276574 (R.57).
Flattened of folds and creases, trimmed at ends, two mm
tear in left side border, otherwise nearly fine.
$600

3002
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TD/02 893989 (R.50).
Also one pound (1961), HK/31 517252 (R.34b). Extremely
fine. (2)
$80

3007*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/2 756500 (R.57).
Many folds and creases, but a full note, very good.
$500
3008
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/1 767971 (R.57).
10mm tear bottom left edge, cleaned and flattened otherwise
very good.
$250
3003*
Ten pounds, printer’s proof of vignette of back of Cerutty/
Collins issue, circa 1923. Good extremely fine.
$1,500
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3009*
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) V/3 795204 (R.58).
Nearly uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$10,000

3018*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/11 327024 (R.62).
Flattened good very fine.
$300

3010
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) to Coombs/Wilson
(1952) (R.58, 59, 60(3), 61). Very good - nearly very fine.
(6)
$500

3019
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/21 364428 (R.62);
(1960) WA/40 512363 (R.63). Nearly extremely fine;
extremely fine. (2)
$800

3011*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/14 182319
(R.59). Crisp, uncirculated and rare thus.
$3,000

3020*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/39 495777 (R.63).
Flattened, nearly uncirculated.
$500

3012
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/11 144950
(R.59). Two pinholes, otherwise very fine.
$400

3021
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/29, WA/30 and
WA/32 prefixes. Good fine - good very fine. (3)
$200

3013
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/21 023837 (R.60).
Flattened of folds, minor tear in top border, otherwise very
fine.
$650

3022
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/29, 30, 31, 32(2),
34, 46, 48 (R.63). Nearly fine - good fine. (8)
$800
3023
Ten Pounds,Coombs/Watt (1949); Coombs/Wilson (1960);
five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954); one pound, Coombs/
Wilson (1953); ten shillings: Coombs/Wilson (1952);
Coombs/Wilson (1961)(2) (R.60,63,49,33,15,17). Very
good - very fine. (7)
$70

3014
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/22 399024 (R.60). A
crisp note, very fine or better.
$400
3015
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/19 507775 (R.60).
Very fine.
$350

3024
Ten Pounds,Coombs/Watt (1949); Coombs/Wilson (1960);
five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949); Coombs/Wilson (1952);
(1960); one pound: Coombs/Watt (1949); Coombs/Wilson
(1952); (1953)(2); (1961)(3); ten shillings: Coombs/Watt
(1949); Coombs/Wilson (1952); 1961(3); one dollar,
Coombs/Wilson (1966). (R.60,63,47,50,31,32,33,34a,34b
,14,15,17,71). Very good - very fine. (18)
$140

3016
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/16 106264, V/17
533693 (R.60). First note with small hole, nearly fine. (2)
$200
3017
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/26 490075 (R.62).
Flattened of folds, otherwise extremely fine.
$350
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3025
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954); five pounds: Coombs/
Wilson (1954); (1960)(2); one pound: Coombs/Wilson
(1953); (1961)(2); ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961)(2).
(R.62,49,50,33,34b,17). Fine - extremely fine. (9)
$120

STAR NOTES

3026
Ten Pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960); five pounds, Coombs/
Wilson (1960)(2); one pound: Armitage/McFarlane (1942);
Coombs/Wilson (1961); ten shillings: Sheehan/McFarlane
(1939); Armitage/McFarlane (1942); Coombs/Wilson
(1954); (1961). (R.63,50,30a,34b,12,13,16,17). Very good
- nearly extremely fine. (9)
$250

WAR RELATED ISSUES
3030*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/72 07136*
(R.13s). Light centrefold but crisp and original extremely
fine and extremely rare in this condition.
$40,000

3027
World War II, savings certificate, one pound, issued 1945
(Adelaide) (three close serials CC 995 702 16, 22 another
issued 1942 (Bathurst) War Savings Stamps 6d (12) on card.
Also Lloyds Bank Travellers cheques specimen 2, 5, 10, 20,
50 pounds and James Stewart & Co Pty Ltd, corner block
Rockhampton notes 2/- and 5/-. Fine - very fine. (7)
$80

3028*
Commonwealth of Australia, Postal Note, Queensland, 2/6,
A 856898 Pay “ Australian Army Canteens/ Services Only”
red overprint on each end “Povided by Listeners through
Broadcasting Station 4BH “Smokes for Sick Soldiers” Fund”.
Folds otherwise Date stamped Brisbane 1SF 44. Very fine
and rare.
$250

3031*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/74 11018*
(R.13s). With folds, otherwise good very fine.
$35,000

3029*
Australia, military chits, Sydney Harbour, HMAS Watson
Wardroom Mess, one cent (white), five cents (blue; plus
Royal Australian Army Pay Corps, Decimal Currency
training note ten dollars. Uncirculated.
$100
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A mint run of 10 ten shillings with two star
replacement notes in the run as found.

3035*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HC/93 65047* (R.33s).
Uncirculated and very rare in this condition, one of the
finest known.
$25,000
3036
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/94 38600* (R.33s).
A dirty and toned note, three pinholes and rust stain at top,
still some crispness, very good.
$300
3037
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/92 24101* (R.33s);
(1961) HE/8910013* (R.34bs). The first heavily washed of
colour on back to remove stains otherwise very good. (2)
$300

3032*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/11 062501/10,
503 and 504 missing and replaced with star notes AE/99
38800* and AE/99 56001* (R17, 17s) a remarkable run,
a spectacular exhibition item. Crisp flat uncirculated and
excessively rare as such. (10)
$50,000

3038*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/88 14528* (R.34bs).
Cleaned and flattened otherwise nearly very fine.
$750
3039
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/88 08526* (R.34as).
Very good.
$650

3033*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/50 23831*
(R.17s). With centre-fold, good extremely fine.
$8,000
3034
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AE/99 17958* (R.17s).
Holed through centre-fold, good - very good.
$100

3040*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1961) TC/10 34961* (R.50s).
Extremely fine and very rare in this condition.
$20,000
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3041*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1961) TC/12 09196 (R.50s).
Repair to right side of top edge, cleaned and flattened
otherwise appearance of extremely fine and very rare.
$12,000

3048*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAP34012* (R.73s).
Crisp, nearly uncirculated.
$2,500

3049*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAP19534* (R.73s).
Flattened of centrefold, crisp nearly uncirculated.
$2,000

3042*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAC 35806* (R.71s).
Virtually uncirculated.
$3,000
3043
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAA 77663* (R.71s).
Rust stains otherwise good very fine and crisp.
$400

3050
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAN 72886* (R.73s).
Rust on right margin otherwise fine.
$150

3044
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAD 71863* (R.71s).
Folds and creases otherwise crisp very fine or better.
$350

3051
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFB 44851* (R.81s).
Two spots bottom edge otherwise crisp good very fine.
$450

3045
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAD 71826* (R.71s).
Tear in left edge otherwise very good.
$100

3052
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFD 09499* (R.81s).
Good fine.
$200

3046
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZAF 64287* (R.72s).
Creases and folds otherwise fine or better.
$150

3053
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFD 40027*; ZFE
42527* (R.81s). Very good. (2)
$300
3054
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZFK 73658* (R.82s).
10mm tear under signature, heavy folds but crisp paper
otherwise nearly very fine.
$200
3055
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFR 86133* (R.83s).
Folds and creases however crisp nearly very fine.
$350
3056
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFL 23012* (R.83s).
Nearly fine.
$300

3047*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAH 43182* (R.73s).
Virtually uncirculated.
$3,000
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3057
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFR 92897* (R.83s).
Tiny left edge tear otherwise very good.
$120
3058
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNA 31263* (R.202s).
Many creases and folds, minor tear left bottom edge
otherwise nearly fine and rare.
$500
3059
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNA 33502* (R202s).
Creases and folds otherwise nearly fine.
$250

3063*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSB 64871* (R.301s).
Slight centrefold otherwise crisp extremely fine or better.
$1,000
3064
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 55853* (R.301s).
Folds and creases, good fine.
$300
3065
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSC 59310* (R.301s).
Some tone spots and heavy folds, nearly fine.
$300

3059A*
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZNC 75080* (R.203s).
Virtually uncirculated and very rare in this condition.
$15,000
3060
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZNC 38550* (R.203s).
Small tear at toop right, heavy creasing otherwise fine.
$350

3066
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSC56537* (R.301s).
Edge tear and minute holes otherwise very good.
$100

3066A*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 54510* (R.302s).
Virtually uncirculated and very rare in this condition.
$10,000

3061*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 18134* (R.301s).
Vertical folds otherwise crisp original good extremely fine.
$1,500

3067*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSD 82732* (R.302s).
Good fine and rare.
$1,000

3062*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 69724* (R.301s).
Good extremely fine.
$1,000
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3072*
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSF 73466* (R.303s).
Crisp good very fine.
$750

3068*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSD 53650* (R.302s).
Many creases and folds, otherwise fine and rare.
$750

3073*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 03292*
(R.403s). Flattened of centrefold otherwise nearly extremely
fine and rare.
$4,000

3069*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSD89099* (R.302s).
Nick out of bottom edge otherwise fine and rare.
$650
3070
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSD 78456* (R.302s).
Very good and rare.
$600

3074*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 02432*
(R.403s). Creases and folds, good fine and rare.
$1,500

3071*
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSG 08479* (R.303s).
Flattened of vertical folds otherwise crisp nearly extremely
fine.
$1,250

3075*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZXA 36552*
(R.403s). Tear to right of top edge, flattened of centrefold
otherwise fine and rare.
$1,000
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3083
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNP 541903-542000,
DNQ 541501-503 (R.78) a bundle of one hundred notes.
Uncirculated. (100)
$250

DECIMAL ISSUES

3084
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNP 541803-902 (R.78)
a bundle of one hundred notes. First note with a 2mm brown
spot on front, uncirculated. (100)
$250
3085
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNR 577300/99 (R.78)
one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (100)
$200

3076*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 400030 (R.71) first
serial prefix. Nearly uncirculated.
$700

3086
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to tweny“ty dollars,
Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.71-5, 76b, 76c, 77, 78, 81-86a, c,
87, 88, 202-5, 206b, c, 207, 208, 301, 301s (ZSC 29833*),
302-5, 306b, 301a, 308, 401-5, 406b, 407a, 408), all in
orange plastic Australian Decimal album. Fair - nearly
uncirculated. (44)
$400

3077
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 327795 (R.71) first
serial prefix. Good fine.
$70

3087
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) (R.72); twenty dollars,
Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 426362 (R.401) first serial
prefix; fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) WGQ 430005), WDZ
410004 (R.513). The first two creased and folded otherwise
good very fine, others uncirculated. (4)
$200

3078
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone (1982)
(R.71-8). Complete for varieties, without stars. R.74 with
light centrefold otherwise virtually uncirculated, the second
scarce. (10)
$750
3079
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Phillips/Wheeler
(1972) (R71 pair pair and run of 19; 73 run of 5; 74 runs
of 4 5 and 12). Centre-folds but generally crisp extremely
fine - nearly uncirculated. (47)
$250

3088
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) to twenty dollars,
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) R.72 (5), 82(2), 203(2), 204(3),
302(2), 401 (6 including two XAA first prefixes), 402(2),
403(4), 404(3). Average circulated. Very good - good very
fine. (29)
$500
3089
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) to fifty dollars, Phillips/
Fraser (1989) (R.73(2), 74, 75, 76a (3) c(7), 77(15), 78(35),
81, 86c, 87(14), 88(7), 89(5), 214, 310 (folders) (2), 310b
(5 including AB10 first serial), 313 (2) 316 (pair), 407a (7
including un of 5) 409a (5including two pairs), 412 (2),
413(20, 506b (2), 507 (2), 511 (pair), also celloglazed R.16).
Fair - uncirculated. (123)
$500
3090
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) to twenty dollars,
Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.76a, 77, 78 (25, including two
runs of 10 and a trio), 81, 83 (2), 88, 89 (16, including
run of 10) 203, 206, 208, 213, 303, 308, 401). Very good
- uncirculated. (54)
$150

3080*
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNN 666666 (R.78) rare
solid number note. Uncirculated.
$600
3081
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DLN 306209-308 (R.78)
a bundle of one hundred notes. Uncirculated. (100)
$250

3091
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DGP 610091/110
and DPE 944070/87 (R.78) runs of twenty and eighteen
consecutive notes; two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985)
LFG066310/75, LJ6 780851/910; LJD 780730/50 (R.89)
runs of sixty-six, sixty and twenty one consecutive notes.
Uncirculated. (185)
$370

3082
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNN 541801-900 (R.78)
a bundle of one hundred notes. Uncirculated. (100)
$250
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3092
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.81-9). Including varieties R.85, 86a with
centrefolds otherwise virtually uncirculated. (11)
$350

3100
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) matched serial no
393048 with series of prefixes LJA/LJY for each note (R.89).
Housed on seven vario pages, uncirculated and rare. (21)
$200

3093
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Phillips/Wheeler
(1972) (R.81 2 pairs, run of 4 and broken run of 9; 82 2
singles; 83 run of 3 and 5; 84 run of 10 and broken run of 10).
Centre folds otherwise crisp extremely fine - uncirculated.
(64)
$400

3101
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LFL 334214 (R.89) a
bundle of one hundred notes. Uncirculated. (100)
$400
3102
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LKY 721204-303
(R.131) bundle of one hundred notes. Uncirculated. (100)
$750

3094
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968), includes a pair FQQ
108215/6 (R.82). Extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (7)
$90

Type II Specimen Five Dollars (1967)

3095
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) GNK 974288-307
(R.83). Notes with centre fold, first note with two light
marks, otherwise nearly uncirculated. (20)
$250
3096
Two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) GUU 825905/08, four
consecutive (R.84); one dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) side
thread, CNT244358/62 five consecutive (R.76c). Nearly
uncirculated - uncirculated. (9)
$70

3103*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAA 000000 (R.202;
McD DS8) overprinted specimen in red diagonally seven
times each side as a type II specimen note. Uncirculated
and very rare.
$27,000

3097*
Two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) HFD 333333 (R.85),
Knight/Wheeler (1976) HTX 777777 (R.86c), Knight/Stone
(1979) JRX 888888 (R.87), Johnston/Fraser (1985) LNA
222222 (R89), four diffrent ignature solid number notes.
Uncirculated and very rare as such. (4)
$2,000

3104*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAA 636144 (R.202)
first serial prefix. Corner fold otherwise uncirculated and
rare in this condition.
$1,000

3098
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) HSX 177149, HSX
177158-167 (R.86b) single note and a consecutive run
of eleven notes. Notes with centre fold, otherwise nearly
uncirculated. (12)
$500

3105
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAA 899561 (R.202),
first serial prefix. Good extremely fine.
$600
3106
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Fraser/Cole (1991)
(R.202, 204(2), 212 and 213 matched pairs). Nearly
uncirculated - uncirculated. (7)
$100

3099
Two dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) HYU 741203 - 303
(R.86c) bundle of one hundred notes. Uncirculated. (100)
$2,000
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3107
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Fraser/Cole (1991),
(R.202-213 plus extra 213). Uncirculated. (14)
$600
3108
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) PTR 678648/54
and PUB 514202/31 (R.209a) runs of seven and thirty
consecutive notes. Flat uncirculated. (37)
$400
3109
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) QCY 669162/241
(R.209a) eighty consecutive OCRB serial notes in original
pack. Uncirculated. (80)
$1,200

3114*
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 00 000000 (R.214) a
zero serial number specimen note. Uncirculated as cut from
the sheet after release (see McD p476) and very rare, only
thirty four single notes.
$8,000
3115
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 07 455816/9; 830/59
(R.214) light green serials, runs of four and thirty.
Uncirculated. (34)
$250
3116
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1992) AA 94 002 123, 126/32
light green (R.216) matched with AA95 002 123, 126/32
(R.217) all prefixes for year, two different colour types.
Uncirculated. (16)
$270
3117
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) BO 97 (pair), CT 97
(2), CU97 (pair), CS 97 (pair) (R.218) test notes; JD01 (trio)
last prefix (R.219) MacFalane/Henry (2002) first BA 02 and
last EA 02 prefixes (R.220). Uncirculated. (13)
$200

3110
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) QAS 48116-198
(R.209b). Uncirculated. (83)
$1,250

3111*
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) QEB 000001/3 (R.212)
consecutive trio of the first three QEB prefix notes, including
number one. Uncirculated. (3)
$1,000
3112
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) QGL 417 567/666
(R.212) an original pack of one hundred consecutive
notes with bank tellers count label dated 11/1/91 Westpac
Kingsford Smith Airport. Uncirculated. (100)
$750

3118*
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) BD 97 000000
(R.218) (2001), commemorative, BD 01 000 000 (R.219)
matching pair of zero serials. Uncirculated as cut from sheets
after their release, extremely rare as such. (2)
$5,000
3119
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) AA01125547/52; AA
01 126 184, 186/98 (R.219) consecutive runs of first serial
prefix. Uncirculated. (20)
$400
3120
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) AA 01 127496/643
(R.219) a pack of one hundred first serial prefix notes.
Uncirculated. (100)
$1,000

3113*
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QPD/QPE 666666
(R.213) solid number matched pair, consecutive prefixes.
Uncirculated and rare. (2)
$600
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3121
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) AA 01128556/786,
broken consecutive runs in a pack of one hundred (R.219).
Uncirculated. (100)
$750
3122
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) to Macfarlane/Evans (1996)
(R.214 (3), 216, 217 (BF 95 pair), 218 (CC 97 pair)); ten
dollars Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310, 310b 2) Fraser/Evans
(1993) (R.316), fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) (R.516
pair), one hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) (R.616).
Uncirculated. (15)
$350

3130*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 949469/70
(R.310a) consecutive pair of first prefix first release polymer
commemoratives. Uncirculated and rare. (2)
$700
3131
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) first release polymer
commemorative AB 12 949391-5 (R.310a) five consecutive.
Uncirculated. (5)
$150
3132
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 26 94 3481 (R.310a)
AB 32 (R.310b), (1991) MQK 691019/20 (R.313) consecutive
pair, Fraser/Evans (1993) CE 93 146373/7 (R.316) five
consecutive. Also one hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991)
ZLA prefix (R.613). The last with light centrefold otherwise
nearly uncirculated-uncirculated. (10)
$250

3123
Five, ten and fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996)
consecutive pairs of first serial prefixes (R.218, 318, 518).
Uncirculated. (6)
$300
3124
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) BA 98 nickel runs of
first serial prefix for 1998 (R.218). (12). Also ten dollars,
Johnston/Fraser (1988) second release (R.310b) (3). The last
trio fine others uncirculated. (5)
$400

3125*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAA 271936 (R.301)
first serial prefix. Nearly uncirculated.
$500
3126
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SBR 072669-671
(R.301) consecutive run of three notes. Uncirculated. (3)
$120

3133*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB33 961574 (R.310a)
last serial prefix of first release of polymer commemorative.
Uncirculated and rare thus.
$750
3134
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB33 937983 (R.310a)
last prefix of first serial release of polymer commemorative.
Uncirculated and rare thus.
$750
3135
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB33 935427
(R.310a) last serial prefix of first serial release of polymer
commemorative. Some handling, nearly uncirculated and
rare.
$400
3136
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 33 948378 (R.310a)
last prefix of first release. Centrefold corner fold otherwise
nearly uncirculated.
$300

3127
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SCK 672001/7; 388/400
(R.301) consecutive runs of seven and thirteen notes. Light
centrefold bends otherwise nearly uncirculated. (20)
$350
3128
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Cole (1991)
(R.301-313). Includes pair of R.312. Uncirculated. (14)
$750
3129
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans (1993)
(R.301 pair and run of 5 and 8; 302(3); 303 pair and run of
5, 6 and 8; 304 four pairs, two trios and a run of four; 316
overprinted pair). Mostly centre bends, nearly uncirculateduncirculated. (59)
$1,000
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3137
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB10 265676 (R.310b)
first serial release. Nearly uncirculated.
$150

3141*
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) BD 99 000000
(R.318) a very rare zero serial note. Uncirculated and very
rare, maximum of 45 cut from one sheet after release.
$3,600
3142
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) GL98 last prefix (3)
(R.318); MacFarlane/Henry (2002) AA02 (single and pair)
first serial prefix, GL 02 prefix (R.3198), twenty dollars AA
02 first prefix trio (R.419); fifty dollars AA 99 first prefix
(R.518). Uncirculated. (11)
$300
3143
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Cole
(1991) (R.401 pair, 403 pair, 404(4), 413 AAA pair).
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (10)
$300
3144
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans
(1993) (R.401, 403-409a, 411-3, 415). Extremely fine uncirculated. (14)
$750

3138*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB57 769714 (R.310b)
last serial prefix of second release of polymer commemorative.
Uncirculated and rare.
$700

3139*
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MPX 000001/2 (R.313)
consecutive pair including number one; twenty dollars,
Fraser/Evans (1993) ABR 000001/2 (R.415) consecutive
pair including number one, both number one notes in End
of Era Folder from the last sheets printed. Uncirculated and
rare. (4)
$2,500
3145*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 452844
(R.402). Flattened good extremely fine and rare in this
condition.
$1,600

Fraser/Evans Specimen Ten Dollars (1993)

3140*
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) AA 93 000000 overprinted
specimen on front and specimen No. 0686 on back (R.316;
McD DS 31). Uncirculated and extremely rare.
$30,000

3146*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 463563
(R.402). Extremely fine or better and rare in this
condition.
$1,200
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3151*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBS 020633
(R.402). Two vertical folds, crispe and extremely fine and
rare thus.
$500

3147*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 902265
(R.402). Good extremely fine.
$1,000

3152
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 550321
(R.402). Top left corner crease otherwise crisp and extremely
fine.
$370
3153
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 612368
(R.402). Crisp good very fine.
$320
3148*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 779916
(R.402). Flattened nearly extremely fine.
$1,000

3154*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EKY 607960
(R.409b) gothic serials. Uncirculated and scarce.
$500

3149*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 277871
(R.402). Some light handling marks and central fold,
extremely fine and rare in this condition.
$750

3155*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) AJ/AK 96 444444
(R.416) matched pair of consecutive prefix solid number
notes. Uncirculated and rare. (2)
$600

3150*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 603810
(R.402). Lower left corner fold otherwise crisp nearly
extremely fine.
$750
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3162*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) WZA 000001/2
(R.515) low numbered consecutive pair with number one.
Uncirculated and rare. (2)
$1,200
3163
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) A/B 000010 (R.515)
matched serial consecutive prefix low numbered red serial
pair (see McD p.488). Uncirculated as cut from uncut blocks
of four. (2)
$250
3156*
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) CJ/CK 000000
(R.419) consecutive prefixes for zero serial number specimen
notes. Uncirculated as cut from the sheet after release, very
rare, a maximum of forty notes. (2)
$9,000
3157
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972); ten dollars: Phillips/
Randall (1968); Phillips/Wheeler (1972); Johnson/Fraser
(1988) Polymer; two dollars: Knight/Wheeler (1976);
Johnston/Stone (1983), includes run of six consecutive (7);
one dollar: Phillips/Wheeler (1972); Knight/Wheeler (1976);
Knight/Stone (1979); Johnston/Stone (1982), includes run of
ten consecutive (16); NPA folder, five dollars, Fraser/Cole
(1992), embossed cover; NPA folder, ten dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1988). (R.404,303,304,310b,86c,88,74,76c,77,78,
Mc$5/LF1,Mc$10/GF1). Very good - uncirculated. (33)
$100
3158
Twenty dollars and fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) ABN
450502/3 (R.415) consecutive pair; WUF 153483/4 (R.515)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (4)
$220

3164*
Fifty dollars, MacFarlane/Evans (1997) uncut vertical
pair BD and BE 99 000 000 (R.518) extremely rare zero
serials uncut pair. Uncirculated as cut after release of sheet,
extremely rare.
$6,000

3159
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) to Fraser/Evans
(1993)es“ (R.505-518). Uncirculated. (11)
$800
3160
Fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) YCU 714001/2 (R.506a)
consecutive pair of centre thread notes. Uncirculated. (2)
$300
3161
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) WHV 023263/6 (R.513)
four consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (4)
$300

3165*
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) GC/GD 97 777777
(R.518) matched pair of consecutive prefix solid number
notes. Uncirculated and rare. (2)
$1,000
3166
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) DA 99 prefixes
(R.518). Creases and folds otherwise nearly uncirculated.
(3)
$170
Lot 3162

249

3167*
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) BF 04 000000
(R.519) a zero serial number specimen note. Uncirculated as
cut from sheet after release and very rare as such, a maximum
of forty notes.
$4,000

3171*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZLD 000001/2
(R.613) consecutive pair of last serial prefix, the first two
numbers. Uncirculated and unique for last prefix. (2)
$3,800
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 69 (lot 3246)

3172
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZHX 349499/500
(R.613) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$400

3168*
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) BG 04 000000
(R.519) a zero serial number specimen note. Uncirculated
as cut from the sheet after release and very rare as such,
the consecutive prefix to previous lot, a maximum of forty
notes.
$4,000
3169
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) to Fraser/Cole
(1991) (R.608-13), the last ZLD last prefix. Uncirculated.
(4)
$500

3173*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96 000000
(R.616) very rare zero serial note. Uncirculated, as cut after
sale of sheet in 1997 at charity auction, a maximum of 26
singles with this serial out of a total of 32 notes printed on
the sheet.
$4,000

3170*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZKV 000001/2
(R.613) low serial numbered consecutive pair with number
one. Uncirculated and rare. (2)
$1,500

3174*
One hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) BE/BF 96
555555 (R.618) matched solid number pair with consecutive
prefixes. Uncirculated and rare. (2)
$1,200
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